INNOVATION CONFERENCE 2016

WHEN: APRIL 20TH, 2016 | 8:30 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
WHERE: The Lark - 809 W 2nd St
Hastings, NE
WHO: You, Your Team, Your Ideas!
WHAT: Join us for a day of inspiring motivation for turning your creativity into innovation in the workplace.
Learn how to create a culture of ideas & motion.

THIS CONFERENCE WILL
MOTIVATE
INSPIRE
ENERGIZE
It will be packed with useful information delivered in a fun, concise, mindful way.

KEYNOTE SPEAKER: Dr. David Keck
UNL Raikes School of Computer Science

SPEED NETWORKING | HOT SEAT PANEL
EXPERT FIRE ROUNDS | PRIZES
PRO PHOTOS | ADVICE BOOTH

REGISTER TODAY AT: PROCODEEVENTS.COM
REGISTRATION ONLY: $80
STUDENT RATE - $50 | DISCOUNTED RATE FOR GROUPS OF 5 OR MORE!
INCLUDES LUNCH & REFRESHMENTS

#PROCODE
#04B

BUSINESS